
SALK is an electronic deep sea fish, created by three musicians and a poet. The band 

was formed in late 2015 in Cracow, and in the fifth month of their existence joined the 

ranks of the Warsaw label NEXTPOP. SALK believes in the equality of music and words, 

as well as the fact that a Polish song is still a good song. 

In 2016 the band played dozens of concerts with unique visuals, created by the Polish 

artist Dorota Tylka. Album „Matronika” has been warmly welcomed by the fans and 

enthusiastically received by the rest, while the attendance on a concert promoting the 

record on ENEA Spring Break Festival exceeded expectations. Online based music 

portals such as BRAND NEW ANTHEM and SO MUSIC had declared SALK the most 

promising band of 2017. 

Among their most significant artistic achievements we can find a well-received concert 

during 2017 Open'er Festival held in Gdynia as well as the live gig at 2017 Off Festival in 

Katowice. In August 2017 the band traveled to Iceland, where they played a couple of 

concers including one in the legendary Kex Hostel in Reykjavik. Focusing more on 

band's accomplishments, winning the Skoda Auto Music contest along with performing

during Soundrive Festival have to be mentioned. SALK participated in the 16th Festival 

of Silent Film in Cracow, where they created mesmerising music setting for the horror 

film "Fall of the House of Usher".



Media and fans often mention the way in which SALK exist in social media. The blogger 

MUZYK 2.0 described their phenomenon as an "indie world full of dumplings, falafels, 

Euro pallets and cats speaking through a voice synthesizer". The band quickly 

developed their own way of communicating with fans and when visiting their social 

networking sites you feel like a member of a secret tribe that lives deep underwater 

and eats dumplings, mainly.

SALK IN THE MEDIA 

"What is SALK's biggest advantage? Intransigence. Their sound is not a carbon copy of 

Scandinavian or British inspirations (.). Their sensitivity is exposed in a way that does not 

make you queasy – SALK's music is balanced and in its balance it's almost magnetic. The

sound of the Cracow team is filled with exactly the sounds and message needed to 

build interest and a pleasant, slightly mysterious mood." - 

Brand New Anthem - http://brandnewanthem.pl/91077-2/

"SALK (.) in their work balance on the border of alternative rock, folk, electronic and 

ambient music. A perfect example is the song "Matronika", where the slightly girlish vocal

of Marcela Rybska is mixed with an ambient background and an unhurried soporific 

melody. The melody takes effect and turns into a wall of sound, which Sigur Rós would 

not be ashamed of. This is one of the most interesting songs in this competition." - 

Gazeta Wyborcza about KFPP debutants - http://bit.ly/2jFuwxf

"SALK is fantastic, we are enchanted. I had the impression that they tell us a story. They 

have a concept - the look, how they sound, without pretending. They are very mature, 

although very young people." - Maria Sadowska, juror of Skoda Auto Music

http://brandnewanthem.pl/91077-2/
http://bit.ly/2jFuwxf


ALBUM „MATRONIKA”

Beautifully produced, multifarious and full of sound details. It's hard to believe that's a 

debut. SALK is one-of-a-kind on the Polish music scene! - Wojtek Urbanski (Rysy) 

"Unassuming and rich in its form at the same time. Pleasantly light and somewhat 

profound.  Beautiful, but extremely true." - Skubas

SALK is rather a smoothly operating  entity than a straight-on band; Matronika is a key to 

our  passionately hidden sorrows and emotions rather than a regular record itself. 

There’s a lot of melancholy, plenty of hope and a handful of texture warm as the 

bottom of the sea. - Nowa Muzyka - nowamuzyka.pl/2017/05/10/salk-matronika/ 

It's thrilling that Kamil Kwidziński, one of the most promising poets of the young 

generation, is responsible for the lyrics written. - Rafał Samborski for Interia - 

http://muzyka.interia.pl/recenzje/news-recenzja-salk

MUSIC

Album „MATRONIKA”

https://wmg.lnk.to/Matronika

„Matronika” 

https://youtu.be/5sfG5za1u-Y

https://wmg.lnk.to/Matronika
https://youtu.be/5sfG5za1u-Y
http://muzyka.interia.pl/recenzje/news-recenzja-salk
http://nowamuzyka.pl/2017/05/10/salk-matronika/
https://wmg.lnk.to/Matronika
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sfG5za1u-Y


„Dziecinada”

https://youtu.be/4A5U_wgZ1DQ

Dizonaur Live 

https://youtu.be/XRHRw6SDeVM

Kołysanka Dla Dwóch Matek (Lullaby For Two Mothers) - live at Radio Kraków

https://youtu.be/PejiimroU2M
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